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Overview

• Task paradigm

• Cognitive background

• Data analysis

• Modeling Causality

• Transfer Entropy

• Properties of TRENTool
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Task

• Picture-Selection task

• 216 trials (Pilot, 18min)
304 trials (MEG, 25min)

• Tutorial: random trials
until 90% correct

• Feedback:
• immediate: Correct response
• delayed:  Accuracy, Speed

“Wo ist das Tier, das der Vogel schiebt?”
“Wo ist das Tier, das den Vogel schiebt?”
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precentral gyrus and the frontal operculum in the frontal lobe.
The perception–action cycle that is supported by these fronto-
temporal areas connected through the arcuate fasciculus fibers

(Fig. 2, bottom) permits the implementation of a motor-sound-
based, rather than pure-sound-based, phoneme representation
(Hickok and Poeppel, 2004). In such a model, articulatory

gestures are the primary and common objects on which both
speech production and speech perception develop and act, in
agreement with Liberman’s motor theory of speech (Liberman

and Whalen, 2000).

Phonological working-memory loop

One of the issues investigated by neuroimaging concerns the
relationships between phonological and semantic processing in the
left frontal lobe. As a matter of fact, lesion studies have not clearly
resolved whether the analysis of language sounds and the processing

of language meaning are segregated or not in the left F3. Recent
investigations on this topic have produced contradictory results. In
this line, an intriguing finding of this meta-analysis is the specific

involvement of the dorsal part of the pars triangularis of the inferior
frontal gyrus (F3td) in phonology, whereas this area was considered,
until recently, to be a semantic area (Poldrack et al., 1999).As amatter

of fact, in a landmark study, Poldrack et al. (1999) carried out a meta-
analysis of activation peaks, comparing tasks that called for either

semantic or phonological processes. The results led these authors to
propose a segregation of F3 into two functional areas: the posterior
and dorsal part (pars opercularis, F3op), involved in phonological

processing, and the anterior and ventral part (pars triangularis F3t and
orbitaris F3orb), involved in semantic processing.

There is no doubt, however, that the dorsal cluster of the F3t

(F3td) mainly contains peaks that have higher activity during
phonological processing than during semantic processing; for
example, counting the number of syllables in a word versus

abstract/concrete categorization (Poldrack et al., 1999), pseudo-word
repetition versus verb generation (Warburton et al., 1996), word
articulation versus word reading (McGuire et al., 1996), non-word

Table 5

Statistical comparison of the Euclidian distance between clusters of

different language components

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Euclidian

D (mm)

SD

(mm)

P

(t test)

Frontal F3td phono F3opd sem 10 2.56 <0.001

F3td phono F3opd sen 12 3.50 <0.001

F3td phono F3tv sem 11.4 3.20 <0.001

F3td phono F3tv sen 13 3.22 <0.001

F3tv sem F3tv sen 6 3.80 0.10

F3opd sem F3opd sen 7 3.35 0.05

PrF3op sem F2p sen 14 3.87 <0.001

PrF3op sem RolS phono 14 3.24 <0.001

F2p sen RolS phono 20 3.92 <0.001

Temporal

and parietal

Pole sem Pole sen 7 6.04 0.30

T1p phono T1p sem 12 4.09 <0.01

T1p phono T1p sen 19 3.48 <0.001

T1p sem STSp sen 11 3.86 <0.01

STSp sen AG sem 15 3.61 <0.001

T2m pho Fusa sem 13 4.89 <0.05

T2ml sen T2ml sem 4 3.02 0.20

T2p sen T3p phono 16 3.09 <0.01

T2p sen T3p sem 15 4.20 <0.001

T3p phono T3p sem 6 3.53 0.10

T1a phono T1a sem 2 3.48 0.60

T1a sem T1a sen 4 3.49 0.30

T1a sen T1a phono 6 4.13 0.20

Paired t tests were used to assess the significance of the Euclidian distance

between the pairs of clusters.

sem: semantics, sen: sentence processing; phono: phonology RolS, RolOp:

Rolandic sulcus, Rolandic operculum, respectively; F3t, F3op, and F3orb:

pars triangularis, opercularis, and orbitaris of the left inferior frontal gyrus,

respectively; SMG: supramarginalis gyrus; PT: planum temporale; T1, T2,

and T3: superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyrus, respectively; Pr:

precentral gyrus; F2: middle frontal gyrus; PrF3op: precentral gyrus/F3op

junction; STS: superior temporal sulcus; AG: angular gyrus; Fusa: anterior

fusiform gyrus; a, p, l, m, d, v: anterior, posterior, lateral, middle, dorsal,

ventral, respectively.

Fig. 4. Sentence (and text) clusters. Top: sagittal projection map of the 161

activation peaks derived from studies on sentence (green) and syntactic

(light green) processing; clusters are segregated by the algorithm for spatial

classification and their standard error on the y and z axes (yellow). Note

that in the frontal lobe the peaks issued from studies investigating syntax

are located more dorsally. In the temporal lobe, the spatial distribution of

sentence and syntax peak is not different. Bottom: four of the sentence

clusters are in close relationship with semantic ones, and clusters involved

in both language components are circled (yellow). Four sentence clusters

were in a significantly different position from semantic ones: one in the

posterior part of the middle frontal gyrus (F2p), one in the dorsal part of

upper part of the pars opercularis (F3opd), one in the posterior ending of the

superior temporal gyrus (STSp), and the last in the posterior part of the

middle temporal gyrus that is very likely activated by the mental-imagery

component of sentence processing (T2p).

M. Vigneau et al. / NeuroImage 30 (2006) 1414–1432 1421
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• “Subject-object” paradigm
(“Wo ist der Affe, den der Tiger zieht?”)

• fMRI evidence: Cooke 2002, Stromswold 1996

• Activation in pSTG/STS during syntactic comprehension

• Contrast in BA44 between subject/object-first conditions

Vigneau 2006, NeuroImage

Paradigm
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Perani et al., PNAS 2011
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Age influence
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Effective Connection
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Functional vs. effective causality
Discriminating cause and effect

Functional Connection
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Functional vs. effective causality
The pitfalls of functional causality

Apparent Connection
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Functional vs. effective causality
Effective Causality in cognitive Science

Conduction lag

Temporal direction
indicates causality
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Functional vs. effective causality
Causality methods

Causal modeling Functional models Effective models

Bivariate

Multivariate
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Fig. 3. (A) Granger causality calculated pair-wise. Each graph represents the
function describing transmission from the channel marked above the column
to the channel marked on the left of the row. Horizontal axis: frequency (

range). Vertical axis: Granger causality in arbitrary units. Graphs on
the diagonal contain power spectra. (B) Resulting flow scheme. Convention
concerning drawing of arrows the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. (A) Nonnormalized multichannel DTFs for the simulation I (Fig. 1).
Picture organization similar to Fig. 3 (on the diagonal power spectra). (B) DTFs
obtained from surrogate data. (C) Resulting flow pattern. Plots A and B are in
the same scale in arbitrary units. Horizontal axes: frequency ( range).

Inspecting Figs. 2 and 3, we observe that the channels, which
are more delayed than the others, became “sinks” of activity.
It is quite common for pair-wise estimates that they show
sinks rather than sources of activity. This effect appears also in
pair-wise estimates of experimental data.

The nonnormalized DTFs (equivalent to the multivariate
Granger causality measures), obtained by means of MVAR
fitted simultaneously to all the channels, are shown in Fig. 4(a).
We can see that, in this case, the pattern of flows is fairly well
reproduced. Although the indirect cascade flows are present,
there are practically no flows between the different chains of
our scheme.

Fig. 5. (A) Ordinary (graphs above diagonal), partial (graphs below diagonal),
and multiple coherences (graphs on the diagonal) for the simulation I. Vertical
axes: amplitude in range. Horizontal axes: frequency in range.
(B) dDTFs for the simulated data (power spectra shown on the diagonal). (C)
Pattern of direct connections estimated from partial coherences. (D) Pattern of
direct flows estimated from dDTFs.

The accuracy of the results can be estimated by means of the
surrogate data test. The results are shown in Fig. 4(b). On the
diagonal of Fig. 4(b), the power spectra are illustrated; we can
see that they correspond well to the spectra from Fig. 3. The
DTF values from Fig. 4(a) corresponding to “leak flows”—the
flows which should not exist according to our scheme—are of
the order of the values obtained by means of the surrogate data
test. However, this is not the case for the “cascade” flows.

In order to find only direct flows, one can use the dDTF in-
troduced in [20]. This function is a combination of ffDTF and
partial coherence. In the definition of ffDTF (7), the normaliza-
tion factor in the denominator does not depend on the frequency.
This kind of normalization is better when number of electrodes
is small and signals are not very coherent. In such a case, one of
the channels might be transmitting strong activity at frequency

to channel . Then the denominator in (6) shall have a large
value at the frequency , and consequently, the DTF (showing
the propagation from the other electrode to channel ) may have
a “dip” in the spectrum. The ffDTF was introduced in [20] to
avoid the situation described above, which is unlikely for sur-
face electrodes, but it could occur for electrodes implanted in
specific brain structures.

The second term in the definition of dDTF—partial coher-
ence—contains only this part of the signals’ variance, which is
common to the two signals excluding the influence of all the
other signals from the set. Partial coherences obtained for the
set of signals generated according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1
are illustrated in Fig. 5(a), together with multiple and ordinary
coherences. We can observe that contrary to the ordinary co-
herences, the partial coherences reveal dependencies only for
directly coupled signals.

The results obtained by means of dDTF for the simulation
scheme I (Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 5(b). The scheme of flows is
reproduced correctly, some small “leak flows” are of the order
of magnitude of accuracy determined from the surrogate data
test. These “leak flows” come from the fact that even in the
uncorrelated signals some small correlations in the noise are
always present.

According to our experience, the use of dDTF may be
important for the electrodes implanted in brain structures,
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Transfer Entropy
Entropy components

Schreiber 2000Conditional
Entropy

Mutual
Information

H(X) + H(Y) = H(Xt+1|Xt) + H(Yt+1|Yt) + I(X,Y)

Entropy

Signal X

Signal Y

Entropy H(X)

Entropy H(Y)
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Transfer Entropy
Mutual Information

X | Y H(X | Y)

I(X,Y) = H(X) + H(Y) – H(X|Y)
“Mutual information”
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Transfer Entropy
Conditional Entropy

13

Conditional Entropy: H(Xt+1|Xt)

transition probability p(Xt+1|Xt)

predictive information:    H(Xt+1)       -      H(Xt+1|Xt)
total uncertainty
about the future

uncertainty
about the future,
given the past

Mutual information: I(X,Y)
“Apparent Transfer entropy”

Conditional mutual information: I(X,Yt+1|Yt)
“Conditional transfer entropy”

  

● With substitutions

   our equations become

Transfer entropy

Full length implementation formulas:
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Figure 1: Detrended Sunspot-Melanoma 1936-1972 Series .
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Figure 2: Standardized Sunspot-Melanoma series plotting and corresponding normalized cross-correlation
function. Note that the peak of cross-correlation of 2 years lag led by the sun’s activity.

Checking asympPDC package log output on Command Window in more detail:

======================================================================
Andrews and Herzberg’s Sunspot and Melanoma 1936-1972 Data

Sunspot --> Melanoma or other way?
======================================================================

Setting up default analysis parameters.
Running simple data pre-processing routines.
Time series were detrended.
Running MVAR estimation and GCT analysis routines.
maxOrder limited to 30
IP=1 vaic=418.156614
IP=2 vaic=415.350982
IP=3 vaic=409.454496
IP=4 vaic=411.220477

Number of channels = 2 with 37 data points; MAR model order = 3.

6

• model-free

• robust to noise

• inherently non-linear

–but works fast with linear data

• weaker coupling -> better results!

• copes well with multivariate effects:
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Properties of Transfer Entropy
Advantages
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Properties of Transfer Entropy
Application in Neuroscience

• causal interactions occur at a fine temporal scale (<10ms)

• (predictable) estimation bias for non-infinite data sequences

• Noise influence:

– good detection rate for SNR above 15db

– breaks down to 50% at 10db

• Issues with complex networks

• difficult to test for significance

• vulnerable to volume conduction
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